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Chapter I
INTRODUCTION

Metropolitan open space consists of those undeveloped
lands, areas and spaces which constitute a natural and manmade framework for organization and enhancement of the built

environmenL.

In terms of permanence, these lands may be

considered as: short term

(transient or interim use), long

term or perma.nently reserved for open space func-tions.

Giv-

en that open space has a multiplicity of definitions, such
lands also serve a variety of functions which include:
{1)

(2)
(3)
(4)

(5)

protection of natural processes,
particularlly those that are water related;
recreation, both active and passive;
preservation of amenity, i.e. scenic views, unique
natural or social feature (habitat or ~istoric site) ;
as a framework to guide urban development and
a means to maintain the ttstatus quo" of an area until
a suitable long term use can be determined ..

Finally, ownership of these lands may be private, public or
quasi-public, wLth varying degrees of propery rights, ranging from ±ee simple ownership to negative easement rights
(i~e ..

, acquisition of the right to J2C'Ohi:bit l!l! fil!-tiQl! by the

property OlNner-, L.e., prohibit

~rection

of bill.boards or a

change in land use from agriculture to low densitiy residen~ial).

Such easements may be used for scenic or conserva-

t.ion purposes ..
1

2

1.2

JUSTIFICATION fOR OPEN SPACE PLANNING

Many authors, from design and planning fields, have attempted to develop a method or plan to protect the natural
environment from degradation and encroachment by human activities~

In this category are the authors of the 1938

Greenbelt Act and the Barlow Commission Report of 1939 {Lon-

don, England), which led to Sir Patrick Abercromhie•s Greenbelt Plan for London,1 Frederick Law Olmsted's plan for Central Park, Ian Meharg and David Wallace's Plan for the
Valleys2 and

]e~

Explorationl .by Benton Mckaye..

Such propo-

sals usually stress the importance of rural open space and

agricultural lands and the need to reserve more
these land use categories.

Wh~le

ac~eage

in

this is a very important

concept, there is a greater need to critically evaluate the
productivity and quality of the lands beinq considered for
open space preservation.
Expanding on the basic concept of protecting open space

and agricultural lands, there is also a need to evaluate and
protect those lands which play a signi·ficant role in ecolo-

gic processes.

t

?

1

These lands generally affect or are affected

Whyte, William H. 1 Thg _bast Landsca.ne (Garden City, NY:
Doubleday and Co. , 1968) ..
Wal lace, David, _i!et,£Q£Oli tan Q2~f! Space and Natural Pro(Philadelphia, PA: University of PA-Pcess;-1970) ..

.f~§Q§

Mckaye, Benton, B!fil! Explora.:t.!2.!l {Urbana, I.L: University of

Illinois Press, 1962).
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by water in process and would include: aguifer recharge ar-

eas, bodies of water, areas of excessive runoff, flood
plains, unique physical features, marshes, productive habi-

tat, prime agricultural lands and natural hazards.• Other
areas which are of special concern are those areas with historic, aesthetic or other cultural significance.
With a rapidly urbanizing environment, a dwindling resource base and an unstable economy, there is an urgent need
to guide development and protect critical natural areas for
future generations.

such actions will aid in wise land use,

enable the Irntural environment to retain a significant level
of productivity, provide passive education {within the natural sciences), natural beauty, resource protection, an1 an
improved overall quality of life.s
The problem of land reservation currently occurs in two
forms: that of rural open space and that of urban open
space.& Admittedly each bas its own inherent special needs

and problems, b11t the basic concepts and .long range goals
are the same foe both urban and rural lands.

These concepts

and goals include: the betterment of society, wise use of

4

McHarg, Ian L., "Open Space from Nat.ural Processes" {in

f1gj;ro[?olitan QE_en
hia,

P~:

lH~acg
Unive~sity of

l!fil!:

s

McKaye,

6

Ibid.# pp. 204-207.

ana. NatJ!g! Processes Philadelp-

PA Press, 1970), pp. 28-30.

];xp1QBti~H1 1

pp,. 210-214.
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natural aud and physical resources and imp.rovement of the
interface between man and his

envi~ronme.nt ..

The primary focus

0£ this study will he in the urban setting, however, re£er-

ences and applications will be made to rural enviro.ns, where
appropriate ..

C.hapter II

OSER NEEDS AND THE RELATIONSHIP TO CRITERIA
DEVELOPMENT

When developing public policy* identification of the
user and affected parties can be the most critical task that

the planner can undertake.

It should be sufficient to say

that failure to identify one of these parties will alienate

the planner from the group and possibly jeopardize the suecess of the project.

Likevise with open space planning.

Land owners may view a particular open space plan as
limiting to the development potential of their property
(constituting a taking without compensation).

The resource

planner may view the plan as an excellent means for habitat
and aquifer

protection~

A developer may view the same plan

either as detrimental to his project or as a means to sell
more units within the guidelines of the appropriate cluster*
Planned Unit Development (PUD) or Planned Development Resideritial

{PDR)

zoning

regulations..

The average homeowner may

be totally indifferent* or, given that the devlopers are
strongly in favor of the plan, highly suspicious of the
consequences to surrounding property values (fear of "down
zoning") "'

5

6

Thg Property

2 .. 1.1

Q~£

Possibly the most numerous, least organized (in terms
of being a special interest group) and often the hardest to
plan for, is the .irnlividual property owner.

These owners

may control vast, contiguous acreage, that supports many
cattle and harvestable crops or may only maintain a quarter

acre parcel, supporting a small family and residence.

Re-

gardless of the acreage that the land owner controls, this
section of the general public has a highly diverse and and

often conflicting set of needs and desires concerning open
space,.

Such individuals may be totally unconcerned with, or

vehemently opposed to, open space planning efforts.
The needs of the individual property owner tend to fall
into one of two categories: those dealing with the value of
the property and those which provide safety and velfare
functions to the owner and family.

Unfortunately, the per-

ception of the needs and how well a given plan does or does
not fulfill these needs will vary markedly between individu-

als.

This is particularly true if the property owner is

ho.lding the acreage until market conditions will provide a
suitable return on the original investment.

7

2 .. 1.2

Members of this group have interests that overlap with
those of the land owner, since, as often as not, developers
own some controlling interest in a given property.

Invaria-

bly, the needs of the developer are profit oriented and
quite often, the developer has more to gain than to loose by

adhering to a sound open space plan.

The benefits gained

will take the form of increased density bonuses, reduced ca-

pital facility investment ani:1 favorable public re lat.ions for
developing an environmentally sound and aesthetically pleasing community.,.

In terms of the large tract development, there is apt

to be some percentage of the land that is poorly suited to
development. In such cases, zoning regulations, including
cluster development, PUD a:na PDR can benefit the developer
in several ways.

Depending on the regulations, density bo-

nuses can be awarded if certain design criteria are met.
These would

~nclude:

setback and minimum lot size standards,

dec1ication of a certain percentagB of the tota.l acreage as
open space or community property {often chosen or approved
by the planning commission to

~nsure

that the land is suita-

ble for open space and is not just the unbuildable acreage).
Other requirements may include extensive land buffers and
bike paths to de-emphasize the built environment and use of

8

the automobile. Screening of such facilites as "package
plants" and service areas adjacent to commercial and industrial structures may also be required.

2~1.3

Collectively, all of the affected publics may be labelled the "community", but as implied by the diversity of
the interested parties, this category is the hardest for
which to identify a set of consensus needs.

In general,

this group is concerned with an equitable distribution of
services and tax burden for the entire locality.

It may be

more appropriate to address the community in terms of benefits derived by the collective fulfillment of the needs of
the various interest groups.
In general, developments such as cluster designs and
carefully engineered PUD/PDB plans, will accrue direct and
indirect benefits in addition to density bonuses mentioned

previously.

In many cases these benefits apply directly to

the developer and the municipality (and thus to all tax payers).

Foremost of these benefits is a drastic reduction in

the amount of structural and support facilities required as

a resu.lt of grouping or clustering of activities ..

This

would include less roadway and paved areas, reduced capital
investment for utility .lines, schools and public service

9

substations.

Fewer miles would be travelled hy fire, pol-

ice, trash and school vehicles to access the locality (resulting in corresponding reductions in expenses for such
public services).
Finally, a community care.fully planned with an integrated open space system is likely to appeal to the public,
both those in the market for housing and to adjoining land
owners.

These developments can reap the financial and

aesthetic benefits of mature vegetation, natural (or carefully planned)

water features and the conviences of urban

living in a semi·- rural or :natural environment.

This obser-

vation has support in a report by the American Society of
Planning Officials (A.S.P.O.)

regarding F.H.A. appraisals

(Newsletter 1962, p 92) anc1 the National Association of Home
Builders

(in Home Builder 1 s Manual for Land Develpment,

1968) that the value of properties in the vicinity of park
and recreation facilities are enhanced by an average of
15-20%.

7

7

Little, Charles E., Cha.!len.gg of
Permagon Press, 1969), p. 85.

!.h~

Land (New York, NY:

10

2. 2

,REI!ATIONSHIP BETYIERN N.EEDS AND CRITERIA DEVELOPl!fENT

While the criteria used to select potential open space
lands should bear a direct relationship to user needs, there
arc situations where an immediate decision may be imperative
or where a grant of land is being considered that may not
re.fleet the specific needs o.f the community.
Where appropriate, certain lands may be suited for designation as permanent open space use.

This category is the

most critical of all open space classifications and should
be reserved for lands which have intrinsic characteristics
that serve a number of open space functions.

Foremost among

these functions are those related to resource protection and
enhancement,.
It is hoped that not all municipalities will discover
that the less landscape that there is to protect, the better
the chances for protecting it.8 To avoid this situation, it
is critical that long and short range goals be established
that are consistent vith the needs of the community. From
this set of goals, land selection criteria can be developed
for identifying lands critical to the needs of the communi-

ty.

11

With the current trend for urban sprawl, resource protection followed by the need to guide urban development
would seem to be the highest priority and most urgent goals
for attainment.

As a result of linked functional relation-

ships, fulfillment of these goals can also satisfy many les
significant community needs.

Unfortunately, this is not al-

ways a reciprocal relationship, i.e, attaining lesser goals
will not collectively provide the same benefits derived from
greater, long term goals, and, in some cases, may actually

def eat such benefits ..

Chapter III
DEVELOPMENT OF GOALS FOR OPEN SPACE USES

THE NEED FO.R .GOAL Q:EV:ELOPMENT

3. 1

Economists stress the importance of "highest and best
usett, "economic return" and "market demand" when making decisions concerning property, resources and products.

While

these are important considerations, economic returns (and
costs)

and nhighest and best use" may not be quantifiable

when applied to land and natural resources.

To use the eco-

nomists' terminology, "the externalities" {both those affected and those affecting)

are not always known.

Of utmost concern for public acceptance of open space
planning is the need for the planning professional to recognize the multiple objectives of society.

This requires a

critical evaluation of the overall needs of society, with
special reference to the reciprocal effects of open space
planning goals on these needs.

The immediate and direct im-

pacts of land reservation on the community will most likely
be of greatest interest to the general public.

In thls ca-

tegory are questions related to: .loss of tax revenue as a
result of open space reservation, impact on the value of in-

dividual parcels in close proximity to open space lands and
how such reservation will affect future provision of public
services to adjacent properties in remote areas.
12

13

These questions and issues imply that public involvement in open space planning is critical, particularly when
developing goals and land selection criteria.

Special at-

tention must be given to those actively involved in shaping
the physical environment., i.e .• , desig.ners, developers and
those controlling large parcels of land.

It is these indi-

viduals who have the greatest influence over the physical
design of the community and will be the most vocal vhen it
appears that. property rights ruay be

violated~

Goals for open space should be viewed and expressed as
a major element for maintaining and enhancing the quality of
life.9 As with all major environmental issues. the goals for
open space, both long and short range, should address the

effects o.f urban activity on natural sys·tems..

In this res-

pect, the need to guide urbanization to minimize the nega-

tive effects on the natural environment should be a major
factor when considering open space planning.

For open space planning to successfully provide an environment that is safe, pleasant and allows multiple be.ne-

fits to accrue to all users, intergovernmental planning and
funding is essential..
but not specifically

·!J

A concern that may have been implied
identified, is the significance of

Curtis, Virginia, ed., Land Use .and thg Environment (American Society of Planning Officials and the Environmental
Protection Agency, Washington, D.C., U.S. Government
Printing Office, 1973). p. 99.

14

open space reservation at the state and federal level.

This

issue is best expressed in terms of resource (especially ce-

source protection) related and culturally significant open
space lands.

In these cases, it should not be the locality

that assumes all of the burden for acguistion, operation and
maintenence of such lands.
At this point, it should be noted that open space planning is closely related to Environmental Management.

er,

co,

Bould-

has taken this approach and has developed its com-

prehensive plan as a result_ of the environmental issues
posed .by the community•s open space plan .. 10 With this
thought in mind, a sound environmental management program

will greatly aid in developing and implmenting ef-fective
open space policy.

Ideally, this policy will result from an

environmental management plan, developed as part of the com-

prehensive plan'"

10

Thg Qoulder Vall.§.! fQ.!!LE.£ehensive Plan
vised, 1978) , p .. 20.

(Boulder, CO: Re-

15
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3. 2

~AS!~

FOR 20A1 .DEVELOPMENT

Boulder, Colorado, home of the University of Colorado
and long noted for its scenic beauty, was the subject of an
ope.n space study by Fn?d.eric Law Olmsted Jr.,. in 1910.

Alt-

hough the plan was .farsighted in its scope, it was never im-

plemented.

By 1950, development within the city had reached

a point where i t was deemed necessary to consider a charter
amendment

(approved that year by the voters)

that would pro-

hibit the city from supplying water past a certain

ele~a-

tion, known as "the Blue Linett.
In 1967, a 1% sales tax was levied within the city, of
wh~ch

40% was foe open space planning and protection.

A

comprehensive plan was adopted in 1970 that identified 283
0£ the valley's 58 square miles as open space use.

It was

soon apparent that revenue from the sales tax would not be
sufficient to slow the pressure of urban development forces.
In 1971 anot he.r charter amendment was passed.,

the city council,

~ithout

0

to allow

approval by [further] vote of the

gualified electors of the city, to create and incur indebtedness of the city, and to issue bonds to evidence the
same, payable from and pledging funds and revenues earmarked

and committed to purposes of acquistion of open space real
property or interests therein".11 As a result of this amend-

i1

Walker, Donald V .. H., in TJrbfill .Lang {Uban Land Institute,

Washington

D~C.:

Vol. 36, No.10; October, 1977), p. 7.
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ment, an Open Space Board of Trustees was appointed, the duties of which included administration of ·the .fiscal and
budget considerations.

This board consisted of 5 appointed

citizens, each for a 5 year term.
It is interesting to note that the plan does not at-

tempt to define

11

open spacen.

Rather it establishes the

purpose, function and use of these lands
Goals for Long Range User Needs) •

(see section 3.3,

Along this lilte of

thought, open space acquistion is guided by a set of priorities "to allow the adIDinistration sufficient flex.ibility to
avoid putting the city at a serious disadvantage in the real
estate .market. 0

12

The criteria used to establish priorities

are as follovs:13

1) AESTHETICS: natural features that are pleasing to
the senses;
2) AVAILABILITY: degree of resistance to acguistion;
3) LOCATION: geographical position in regard to
contiguity to other Open Space Lands and
relevance to urban shaping;
4) NEED for IMMEDIATE ACTION: imminence of
permanent unavailability;
5) USE POTENTIAL: ability of the land to be used
for passive recreational use and
6) PROTECTION and PRESERVATION of the unique features
of the natural environment.

12

13

Ibid.

I

p. 6.

Boulder's OQen 2fil!.Ce glan, Boulder, co (City of Boulder,
May, 19 80) , p. 5.

co:
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Goals pertinent ·to the lo.ng range needs of ·the community and sound environmental management should address issues

relating to the relative permanency and irrevocahility of
urban development.

With this in mind, goals appropriate to

·these ends· shoulcl stress resource protection/development¥
guidance of urba:n form and the desireabil.ity of preserving

natural amenities.

Specific examples of such goals have

been selected from several open space plans and are listed
below:

Goals from the

OPEN ~R!CE £1A.N fo!: 105 !!!GELES

Los Angeles¥ CA, 1973:

*

*

*
*

*

To insure the preservation and conservation o.f
sufficient open space to serve the recreational,
environmental, health and safety .need of the City,.
'To conserve unique natural features, scenic areas,
cultu~al and appropriate historical monuments for
the benefit of the pu,b.lic,.
To provide an open space system which provides
identity# form and a visual framework to the City.
To conse:rve and/or preserve those open space areas
contai.ning the City's environmen-tal resources
including air and water~
To provide access, where appropriate, to open
space .lands.
PURPOSES and FUNCTIONS

of .QPEN SPAC~
from
Boulder's Open Space Plan, 1980

*

Preservation of natural areas characterised by:
a) unusual terrain;
b) unusual flora or fauna;
c) unique geologic formations;
d) water resources;
e) scenic areas and/or vistas;

18

*

*
*

*

*
*
*
*

*

f) wild.life habitat or fraqi.le ecosys·tems...
Preservation of Open Space for Eas_§ive recreational use:
hiking, bicycling, horseback riding, nature studies
and :fishing, if speci:fically designated ..
Preservation of Agricultural Uses and Areas.
Preservation of Open Space Lanas for future
land use needs.
Utilization of Open Space Lands for Shaping and
Development of the City, limiting urban sprawl
and disciplining Gro-wth.
Utilization of Open Space Lands for Spacial Definition
of urba.n areas ...
Utilization of Open Space Lands to Prevent Encroachment
o.n Flood Plains .•
Utilization of Open Space Lands to Encourage more
Intensive Use of urban areas.
Utilization of Open Space Lands for Retention of
Aesthetic and Recreational Value 0£ open land in
Proximity to and within the City~
Utilization of Ope_n Space Lands to obtain a Balance
and Harmony of open space and Physical Development
for the human benefit.

These goals and functions of open space may appear extensive
and potentially constraining.

Quite often. these goals are

served concurrently by a limited total acreage of open space
lands.

Hhile it is ·the author's desire to encou.rage reser-

vation and protection of the greatest. amount of land possible, "the urban real.i·tyn and the psychology of land ownership and property rights are also recognized.

19

Short range goals should address the user needs associated with:
a) the changLnq age distribution within the neighborhood;
b) the immediate need for open space lands, uses and
activities;
c) the need to provide the community with visible
results of the planning efforts and
d) municipal land banking.
A major source of controversy in open space planning (and
planning in general) is the effect of time on a given decision.

This can become a significant issue where age is a

major factor in a given activity.

Many of the structured

open space activities, i.e., biking, jogging, swimming and
tennis, are youth oriented.

It would be unreasonable to propose a major playground
or other youth oriented open space project in an area where
the median age is rising and the number of school age children is declining.

It should be logical to assume (although

not impossible, based on the technology available) that a
person should not have to travel

(i.e., by car, bus, etc.)

to participate in a pedestrian oriented open space activity.
Neither can a neighborhood vith a large youth population
gain any comfort from the knowledge that a new park will be
built to serve the area, in two, three or five years hence.
Thus, timing and location go hand in hand, but the
budget and land reserve also play major roles in project

20

timing.

If there is no reserve fund or "hanked properties",

emergency situations may occur, where immediacy of action

and visibility of the planning efforts is urgent.

In such

cases, prime properties could conceivably be lost to development.
Equally important as the need for emergency funds is
the need for a reserve of viable open space properties.
This reservation of properties is known as land banking and

simply s·tated, is the acguisi·tion and reservation of nsurplus" properties that can be used at a future date for open
space activities,.

Alternatively, these lands ca.n be used as

leverage to obtain other, more desirable properties.

Chapter IV

POLICY FOR ACQUISITION AND USE OP OPEN SPACE

4.1

POLICY DEVELOPMENT FOR LAND ACQUISITJON
Ideally, an open space commission with its own budget,

funded by taxes (i.e .. , sales, property or water/sewer taxes
or surcharges)

which has a relatively free hand in land ac-

quisition and for incurring debt, will be the most effective
means for implementing open space plans.

Acquisition policy

for open space land should correspond to the local capital
improvement plan, usually a

six year time frame.

This will

allow planning decisions and budget allocations to be made
in a manner more conducive to goal attainment and not simply
on a cash £low/economic return basis.

Regardless of the ad-

ministrative structurer the open space plan and comprehensive plan revisions should occur regularly every five or six
years.

The plan should he reviewed annually prior to draft-

.ing the new capital improvement plan.

This strategy should

allow sufficient time to an·ticipa te budget requirements for
the open space plan.

21
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4. 2

LANDS FOR RESERVATION fillQ!!

FU~.Yll

DEVELOPM.ENT -

Those lands which hav,e intrinsic characteristics suited

to meeting long term user .needs should be seriousl.Y considered for removal from any category which IDay allow future
deve.lopment..

Such lands will serve either basic ope.n space

uses, i.e,., resource protec·tion, or :will have the capability

of fulfilling several open space functions concurrently,
i.e., recreation, habitat development and protectlon of a
unique/signi.f icant geophysical feature..

These uses are out-

lined below:
a}
b)

PROTECTION from NATURAL HAZARDS:

steep slopes, faults, sink holes and erosive soils.
RESOURCE PROTECTION:
prime agricultural lands, aquifers, aquifer recharge

areas, .bodies of water, flood plains, productive

habitat and wet lands.
c)

d)

R.ECREATION:

passive and active.
PRESERVATION of AMENITY:
areas of cultural or natural significance.

e) GUIDANCE of URBAN DEVELOPMENT:
provision of an open space system to insure protection
of those resources listed above and to provide better
access to areas by pedestrians and bicyclists.
f)

MAINTAIN a DEVELOPMENT STATUS QDO:
to hold certain prope:rties i:n an undeveloped status
until an appropriate use can be identified.

Some important policy issues to be considered (assuming fee
simple acquisition, via purchase, condemnation, etc.) include:
I) FUNCTIONAL CONCERNS

a) Does the land under consideration truly serve
the intended purpose?
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b) Is acquisition "critical" or only "desireahle"?
1) If not critical, can it be used as "leve.ragen
to acquire a critical parcel(s)?
2) If not critical, can it significantly improve
the quality of the open space system or nearby
properties as they now exist?
c) Will the land meet a basic, i.e., single open
space need, or will it serve multiple uses
concurren t.1y?
1) If it provides only a basic use, vill other lands
better fulfill user needs?
d) Is the land being considered sufficient to
meet the functional needs without additional
land acguistion?
1) If not, can that portion of the requirements
fulfilled justi£y acguistion of the parcel?
II) LRGAL CONCEBNS

a) Does the land serve the intended purpose?
b) Is there a possibility that claims of "taking
without compensation" may arise?
1) If so, can conditional zoning, use of easements,
or other police power be used?
2) Can the decision be justified?
c) Will excess condemnation be an issue?

III)

ECONOMIC CONCERNS

a) Is fee simple title required?
b) Have funds been appropriated for this specific
par:cel?
1) If not, will acguistion jeopardize future,
possibly more urgent needs?
c) Have private speculative forces unduly increased
acquisition costs?

Use of transient open space lands can fulfill a number

of user needs and make otherwise underutilized (or unused)
acreage more productive.

Depending on the zoning and vari-

ous permit systems utilized by the individual municipality,
criteria for the identification of these lands can be re.la-
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t.ively easy or ve.r:y complex. Generally, a compariso.n of zon-

ing and e.xisting land use maps, cross-referenced to recen·t
building permits issued, will aia in identification of those
lands slated for immediate development.

Of the lands re-

.maining after the completion of t.his screening process, par-

eels can be identified ·tha·t should be considered in terms of
uses appropriate to the transient status of these parcels.
Lands in this category include:
a) lands with an uncertain future,
b} lands with a future not devoted to open space use and
c) underused lands regardless of future use.

While the short range goals and needs for open space
.lands may be ef.·fectively served by lands designated as transient open space use. policy and goals for such lands must

address the unstable situation inherent to these lands.

The

maximum time frame for transien! la!!g ..!!§!! and planning p.rohably should not exceed 2 years.

As a result of economic

conditions or erroneous growth projections, lands identified
as availab.le for transle.nt status use may, in fact, become

permanently available for open space use.

such occurrences

are rare and should not he seriously be considered as a via.b1e .basis for policy decisions .. This is pa.r.ticu.larlly true
for lands .located within rapid growth areas and/or locations
with high property values.
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The "vacant" lot

(lots)

in a thriving .neighborhood or

commercial area cannot be considered as being anything but
temporarily vacant.

It may be argued that administration of

such parcels may not justify attempts for utilization as
transient open space use, however, in most cases, urban garden~ng

programs, for example, require only identification of

available parcels and permission from the respective owners.
If insurance risk is a problem, plowing and tilling could be

done by the owner or municipality for a nominal fee, thus
removing most of the risk involved.

4.4

LA,liDS FOR

REVER~ION

!Q .QPEN SPACE

.Y~~

Io many instances, particularly in cities with declining populations, land uses and/or structures may become obsolete or fall into a state of disrepair.

there are two overriding concerns: a)

In these cases,

that of potentially

squandering a scarce commodity, and b) that of protection of
the public health am1 safety..

It is the author• s opinion

that there exists a sense of urgency on the part of society
to find new and productive uses for suc.h parcels ..
Obsolescence in many inner city locations seems to occur in nscattered concentrations 0
1at ed phenomenon.

,

rather t ha.n being an iso-

Where these areas occur, there exists an

excellent opportunity for developing a system of linked open
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spaces that can fulfill a number of long and short range

usec needs.

Methods to achieve these ends are dependent on

the ownership and financial status of the individual properties.

Generally, lands suited to reversion to open space

uses are in arrears to the municipality for assessed property taxes or are not providing an economic return that is satisfactory to the owner.

Criteria for evaluating the paten-

tial use and acquisition of these lands are discussed below
and strategies for land acquisition in each of these situations are discussed in detail in Chapter Five.

4.4.1
Where tax delinquency occurs, ther.e are several means

for fee simple title acguisition.14 The methods normally
used to acquire title or initiate title acguisition procedures include:
a) receivership,
b) municipal tax sales,
c) hazardous building laws,
d) abatement of nuisance laws and
e) tax foreclosure.
None of these methods, however, are straight-forward or
sw~ft

in application.

All generally involve abandonment,

implied abandonment or tax delinquency on the part of the

14

Burchell, Robert w., The !_daptive Reuse Handbook (Piscat.away, NJ: The Center for Urban Policy Research, 1981),
Section II Property Control.
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(fee simple) owner and title or partial t.i tle acquisition by

a third party, with perfection of the fee simple title as
the usual goal ..

Receive.rs hip

4.4.1.1

This is an interim nholdingu technique, generally applied to a structure that is in a state of disrepair that
has been determined to be a safety or health violation of
applicable local codes..

An order is issued by the appropri-

ate governing body, to the owner or lien holder for immediate remedy of the violation..

If this order is ignored or is

not fulfilled the tenants and/or the municipality (depending
on the local statutes) may petition the appropriate court to
begin receivership procedings against the

o~ner/lien

holder.

nn.ce receivership has been established, the economic

viability of the structure is evaluated.

If repairs are

feasible, a detailed accounting summary of all expenses and
income

~s

made for the property.

In the event that the own-

er desires to remove the property from receivership status,
all interim expenses and taxes incurred are assigned in the
form of a lien on the title, which must be paid before the
owner regains clear title.
Occassionally, a property may have violations or be in
a state of disrepair warranting demolition and removal..

Due
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to the severity and permanency of such actions, demolition
is undertaken only when all requirements of due process have
been met..

In either case, (repair or demoli tio.n) all costs

are the responsibilty of the owner and title liens are assig.ned where repayment is not made..

If repayment is not

made, the lien holder can initiate the appropriate steps for
title perfection, w.ith the intent of acquiring the tit.le in
fee simple ..

Receivership can directly aid open space planning efforts by allowing the municipality or concerned citizens to

gain interim contro.l of failing properties.

The H. u.. D.. Na-

tional Abandonment survey 0£ 197815 indicated that areas
with high abandonment rates have typically experienced a
sharp population decline and show a general deterioration of
rental properties.

Structural deterioration is the usual

cause for beginning receivership proceedings and may be an
early sign of property abandonment.
The deterioration of living conditions combined with

the typical crowding of structures on narrow urban lots is
an excellent basis for urban open space planning.

Such

plann.ing can result in an improved quality of life a.nd a
slowing or reversal of "the urban exodus"..

Where direct re-

version to open space is not ·feasi.ble, consolidation and re-

ts

Burchell, p. 322.
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location of specific uses may serve "to .free other parcels
for such use.

4.4.1.2

The Municipal Tax Sale

The tax sale is actually the initial procedural action
for acquisition of the distressed property, culminatinq in
foreclosure and title perfection.

Tax delinquency generally

occurs as a result of the determination on the part of the
owner (who may or may not be financially able) that the possible penalty for failure to pay the tax is worth t.he risks
involved by non-payment.

In such cases, the property is of-

ten in a state of siqnificant disrepair, provides a low economic return and
~!!1

.!!!~

indicate fill

on the part of the

o-wner~

in!!ial stage of abandonThe other major reason for

t.a.x delinquency is due to financial hardship and ·the inabil-

ity on the part of the owner to pay the

tax.•·~

Given t.hat a property is in arrears for several tax
periods, a third party may purchase an lnterest in the property equal to the amount of the delinquent taxes owed.

This

interest constitutes a lien on the title that the owner will
have an opportunity to
time# called

th~

title perfection.

10

Ibid., p.

142.

~edeem,

redemption

over a specified period of

~,£iod,

.i..e .. , the next step to

If the owner so chooses, the taxes, in-

JO
terest and associated costs can be paid, cedeeming the
property, thus returning full title to the owner.

If if the

opportunity is not taken, the lie.n holder can then begin fo-

reclosure and title perfection.

4 .. 4. 2

Adaptive r:euse of structures and properties serves
purposes in open space planning:

a)

it allows consolidation of existi.ng or proposed laud

uses that can be served by existing facilities;
b) it allows an opportunity for the collective
rehabilitation of larger areas, producing a greater
sense of community through urban design and
c)

it allows uses to be concentrated in smaller, more
accessible areas, providing an opportunity for open
space to be developed in closer proximity
to the potential users.

*

Chapter V

PLAN IBPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES

5. 1

STRATEGIE.§ FOR PRO.PERTY ACQUISTJON

Strategies for acquistion of open space lands normally
takes one of three forms:
aj

h)

c)

purchase of the fee simple title,

by maintaining control of certain property rights and
by using the police powers (zoning) as specified by

the local codes ..

Maintaining per ma.nent open space uses can only be assured by
municipal ownership of the respective lands.

This, however,

may not alvays be possible and it may actually be more feasihle to have another party control certain rights associated
with a given parcel.
Municipal purchase of the fee simple title precludes
any tax revenues beig generated by a given parcel.

This a

the major area of concern in community acceptance of open
space planning and land acquisition.

Fiscal problems may

a.rise when losses of tax .ratable properties undermine the

municipal revenues, and in some localities, municipal land
purchases, private land philanthropy and tax credits (to be
discussed in a following section) may result .in extreme controversy ..
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As .in all capital ·expenditures, open space acquisition
is dependent on: budget limitations, administrative approval
and the economic climate.

Land speculation and loss of tax

ratable acreage may unduly add to the finacial constraints,
making fee simple purchase impossible or undesireable.
Thus, less traditional means for acquiring open space is urgently needed and will be discussed in terms of design concepts, the police power, alternative use of existing facilities and alternative strategies for property acguistion.

5 ... 1.1.1

Cluster Zoning and Planned Unit Development

Although cluster zoning is actually an application of
the police power, its flexibility and physical manifestation
is more appropriately considered as a design concept.

Ac-

cording to Jerome G. Rose# Cluster Zoning is a term that is
used to describe zoning ordinance provisions that permit the
reduction in minimum lot size under circumstances that as-

sure that the amount of land reduced from the minimum size
of each lot in the development will be aggregated and set
aside within the deve.lopment as open space for recreational,
conse~vation,

or other historic or scenic purposes.

Cluster

zoning provisions may be used to achieve a number of purposes!

1) to lower the per lot cost of streets and utilities;
2) to reduce the total length of streets, thereby
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lowering the municipality~s costs of service
and maintenance;
3) to encourage the separation of vehicular and
pedestrian traffic;
4) to provide for recreational facilities near
the housing units and
5) to preserve the natural ecological features
of the community".11
Planned unit development (PUD) zoning (and occasionally
planned development residential, PDB) is (are) related to
cluster development in that it supports several land use categories and varia.ble site densities,. This allows the land
owner to maximize development potential, as well as the open
space capabilities of a given site without added capital expenditures ..

s.1.1.2

street Rehabilitation

In many older urban areas there are streets, that for
various reasons, do not carry their vehicular design capacity.

In these locations, some of the problems can be attri-

buted to changes in the composition of the inner city population and the outmigration of younger age groups.

Another

cause may be the result of a series of voluntary and involuntary decisions on the part of the municipality and the
property owners, resulting in the fragmentation of the
neighborhood structure and deterioration of its physical ap-

pea ranee ..

17

Rose, .Jero!Ile G., 1,egal Foundations of Land ~ Planning
{Center for Urban Policy Research, New Brunswick, NJ:
1979), p,. 176.
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The urban street has long been used by the citizens
(particula.rly the youth) as a focal point, providing various
open space activities,.

Stick ba.11, .block parties and open

.fire hydrants have helped to pass many hours o.f potentially
harmful idle time of the nation's youth.
since many people currently view the street as a comm.unity area, what better place to begin a neighborhood area
strategy plan for community revitali:zatio.n than with ·the redesign of underutilized streets?

The mall/closed street ap-

proach is an excellent means to initiate an urban (re)design
project.

Unfortunately, some community leaders and planners

vie-w such proposals as being passe' and .in the long run, potentially detrimental to the community.

Granted the deci-

sion leading to a street closing should be made with great
care, hut should not be based on the failure of a few poorly
conci-eved designs ..

The Dutch have taken a middle ground regarding low volume streets, in that a design known as a "woonerfttte allows

passage of vehicles but encourages a high degree of street
mall type of activities to coexist.

The woonerf is actually

a low capacity street, ofte:n with a serpentine design and
offers parking and easy access to the pedestrian oriented
activities.

1a

The .Design Council, Streets Ahead (New York, NY: Whitney
Library of Design, 1910) , pp,. 68-70.
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The Dutch place a high importance on the role the woon-

erf plays in the overall design of the surrounding community.

This design is often a success due to the complexity of

the activities, pavements, planting and site fixtures,.

An

important consideration for the success of this concept is
the

w~llingness

of the merchants and the residents to inter-

act as "community business enterprises" and not with a
"faceless corporate" attitude.

5.1.1.3

Alley Rehabilitation

Grady Clay,

(editor, Landscape Architecture Magazine)

has written a critical review of alleys and the accessory

lots and structures peculiar to alleys in Louisville, Kentucky and many of the older cities in the U.S.
entitled, JHle1s: !

Hidden Resource

ous studies funded by the National

t ._

Bis work,

is a summary of vari-

Endo~ment

for the Arts,

the Community Development Cabinet of the City of Louisville,
the Louisville Community Design Center and various neighbor-

hood associations.
Two neighborhood strategies presented include: alley
closure and consol.:idation of properties.

Both allow a var-

iety of design possibilities, ranging from "neighborhood
commons" to cornmu.nity business/commercial zones and public

t!I

Clay., Grady, £.lley2:: ! Hidde!! Resource (Louisville, KY:
Grady Clay and Co., 1978).
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housing.

Many of the alley spaces provide excellent oppor-

tunities for neighborhood revitalization and not simply parce.l .by parcel redevelopment of deteriorating areas.

5 .. 1. 2

!h~

Police Power

care must be excercised when attempting to use the police power {zoning regula·tions) for the purpose of protecting

certain lands and reserving them for open S.Pace use.

There

is always the danger of turning the pol.ice power into a taking of la.nd without compensation or as an improper application of the power of eminent domain.

Ironically, there is a widely divergent opinion on the
best :use of the police power to maintain some desired balance between the level of development and open space.

One

extreme view advocates larg.e lot zoning., while o·ther more

"radical" factions stress flood plain zoning, agricultural

and :forestal districts and cluster zoning.

It is the au-

thor's opinion that the on.ly inappropriate legal device is

the idea of large lot zoning.

This use of the police power

is often a.rguea as being highly discriminatory 'to lover income groups, tends to waste prime agricul·tural and developa-

ble land and promotes urban sprawl.
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s .. 1.2.1

Subdivision Regulations

Subdivision regulations are au application of the police paver that enables the municipality to obtain concessions from the developer which results in land dedication or
payments for supporting community facilities.

This would

include: street dedication, storm water retention, open
space and often school and park facilities.
Unlike cluster or PUD zoning, there is usually a minimum of total space available for development and only one
land use (single family residential).

Thus, there is little

design flexibility to allow density credits or reductions in

overall lot size for provision of open space.

As a result

of these circumstances, the legality of such controls has
been at issue quite f reguently.

Care must be used in the application of this land use
control to insure that a reasonable degree of the public in-

terest has been considered.

Although payments and dedica-

tlon of lands may not be used exclusively for the benefit of
a given subdivision, (Associated Home Builders v. the City
of Walnut Creek, CA, 1971).

Such development may increase

the need for recreation facilities to such an extent that
additional lands may be reguirea.20

20

Associated Home Builders v. the City of Walnut Creek, 4

Cal. 3rd 633, pp. 639-40.
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5.1 .. 2 .. 2

Agricultural and Forestal Districts

This land use designation allows the protection of
prime agricultural and productive forest lands from development in that the land is taxed at its use value rather than
the market value.

This is accomplished by providing tax

credits for lands in agricultural districts {of some specified minimum acreage) that are also suited to urban development.

The land owner may elect to precede with development

plans at a later date, but as a penalty, vill be responsible

for several years of back taxes, ·to be repaid with a penalty ..
There is usually a provision for limited development of
supporting facilities and structures (i.e., a single family
residence on a lot greater than an acre in size and barns or
sheds required for the agricultural operation).

Finally,

the designation ls usually broad enough to encompass logging
and reforestation of woodlots and tree plantations of a cer-

tain acreage or productive capacity.

5. 1 .. 2 .. 3

Transfer of Development Rights

The transfer 0£ development rights (TDR) is an application of the police

po~er

which allows the ownership rights

to be separated from the development rights of a given par-

cel.

In areas designated appropriate to TDR zoning, the in-
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dividnal parcels of land are assigned a certain number of
development right units

(according to a point-permit system

used by the zoning commission), based on the development potentiaL

Sale of these rights can occur within these dis-

tricts and those lands that have been assigned the additional development rights, can then increase the level of
development density.
TDR allows landowners to maintain

propertiE:~s

developed status (for potential open space use)
ing penalized by the tax system.

in an un-

without be-

Care must be used when TDR

is being considered for use, in that the net result to the
community is to maintain a stable tax base and retains a
reasonable gross land use density overall, but in effect,
significantly alt€rs the densities in the areas vhere TDR is
applied.
Thus, TDR is similar to incentive and cluster zoning,
in that the owner who sells his rights is given a "bonus"
(i.e., tax relief and profit from the sale of the rights)
f oc main-taing land in an undeveloped state.

The purchaser

is allowed to increase site density as a result of buying
the the development rights..

This also resul·ts in increased

taxes, in an amount approximately equal to the reduction in
taxes enjoyed by sale of the developme.nt rights.
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5.1 .. 2.4

Flood Plain Zoning

In localities where construction within flood plains is
an issue, there is an urgent need to to eva.luate -flood plain

limitations and poten-tial uses.

There are a number o.f indi-

viduals who vie·w flood plain zoning as an in.fringement on

the constitutional rights of the property owner.

Aside from

the legal aspects of flood plain regula-tion, is the reali t_y
that lands adjacent to bodies of wate.r may be subject to

periodic flooding.

It :is the responsibility of the zoning

authority to identify and rate the potential ha-zard associi.t

ted with development of a given flood plain.

This rating

should reflect the expertise of the Army Corps of Engineers
or the Soil Conservation Service. and should represent the

municipali ty 1 s willingness to accept respons.i.bili·ty for the
public health and safety for allowing flood plain develop_ment-.

Based on these assumptions, areas that are prone to
flooding have inherent limitations, whether the danger occurs with every s·torm or if

curing with a.ny given storm..

i·t has a 1 in 50 chance of ocThese limitations may relate

to long or short term damages as a result of contamination
by flood waters or due to physical damages to property

caused by the force of the water or flood borne debris.
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T.he com:ts should be fully aware of the potential hazarils that exist when considering the property owner who desires to maintain activities in flood plains, that may endanger the genera 1 public,.

Ideally, all floocl plain uses

should he reviewed by the municipality; this would allow
each land owner the opportunity of defending the intended
use and avoid accusations of loss of property rights or value.

In cases where loss of revenue or value is an issue,

it

the responsibilty of the community to share those ex-

is

penses associated with forfeiting an

opportun~ty.

It is un-

reasonable to require that the individual property to provide a community service at his own expense.
If the property owner insists that he is being deprived

of the economic value he is "entitled" to, the municipality
should point out the benefits asscociated with providing the
land as open space.

Land philanthropy or donation, tax in-

centives ana easement dedication may be arranged with the
owner maintaining use and access, but such that costs to the
ovner are minimal or nonexistent.

5.1.3
In many localities there is an abundance of lands such
as cemeteries 6 golf courses, industrial park "open space"
and utility

right-of-ways, that often as not, fail to pro-
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vide open space activities commensurate
tial.

~ith

their poten-

While open space should protect geophysical processes

and aesthetic amenities, it should also provide direct economic returns if at all possible.

In the case of golf

courses anrl cemeteries, however, with the exception of recreation for the middle and upper class provided by golf
courses, economic ret ut:"n is the significant source of benefit derived.
ten prime)
al public.

These uses tie up significant acreage of (of-

urban land for questionable returns to the generMultiple use, higher intensity of site

utilbrntion or relocation could make such lands more produc-

tive to the entire community and not just for those members
who can afford to participate or who own the facility.

5. 1. 3. 1

Cemeteries

In the case of cemeteries, there have been periods in
history and in culture when picnicking and other passive recreational

activ~ties

sits to honor the

have occured in conjunction with vi-

deceased~

Another

possibility would be to

return to the medieval practice of locating cemeteries on
church property {or in this easer churches on cemetery
lands) ..
Other more radical ideas may involve changes in social
and cultural norms.

Some possibilities would include: uti-
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lizing cemetery land as crop or forest lands, require that
grave sites provide for multiple burials, use as horticultural/botanical gardens

(Mt. Auburn Cemetery, Cambridge, MAJ

or allow only memorial park cemeteries.
While most localities have strict regulations for relocation and right-of-way acquisition concerning cemetery
lands, other areas, such as Hartford, Connecticut and Pulaski, Tennessee, tried several progressive and imaginative

ideas for adaptive re-use of abandoned cemeteries.21 Hartford has allowed redevelopment 0£ Ancient Cemetery (.75 acre
in the heart of the downtown business district) into a historic park, used by the businessmen, shoppers and students
for lunch, reading

and other afternoon activities.

Pulaski

was granted an urban demonstration grant by H.U.D. in 1967,
to redevelop a cemetery into

urban parkland.

The project

involved the consolidation of the flat headstones into nme.moria1 walls 11 that meandered along nature trails.

The 1uore

npicturesguett, thrge dimensional monuments became visual
elements and focal points, dispersed throughout numerous botanica1 9ardens.
Many cemeteries amount to little more than "tract hous-

ing" for the dead and consume vast acreage of prime developable land.

2 1

If living insist on immortalizing the dead,

Little, Charles E.. and. John G.. Mitchell, Space for survj.va_! (New York, NY: Pocket Books, 1971), pp .. 201-203.
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proposals such as those in Hartford, CT and Pulaski, TN
should be considered.

These projects not only reflect

aesthetically pleasing solutions, but also show sound planning of urban land for multiple uses and are in much better
taste than the typical cemetery.

5.1.3.2

Golf Courses

Golf courses could conceivably produce pole timber,
orchard products, provide for stormwater retention and winter sports activities, in addition to providing golf as a
primary activity.

5 .• 1.3.3

Industrial .Park Open Space

Some municipalities have zoninq classi£ications which

allow clustering of industrial and office uses, industial
park or industrial/office park, similar to residential cluster zoning.

These industrial parks typically benefit from

such zoning in that increased site densities are allowed
when a specific amount of "open space" is set aside.

This

allows the owners to reduce the amount of infrastructure
(i.e., a direct cost reduction to the developer) reguired to
service a given amount of facilites.
Unfortunately, the so called park or open space functions are too often neglected, the land has been cleared of
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all natural vegetation and is maintained as a lawn.

In such

cases, the land has no £unction and is actually an added
cost, in that the grass must be cut, periodically cleared of
debris and is often fertilized and watered.

Rather than

maintaining "wasted" land, such spaces have potential for
providing the park residents with a corporate image that indicates a concern for the environment, the employee and the
community,.
These spaces can be improved to increase productivity,
boost employee morale and enhance the work environment ..
Small corporate golf courses, employee recreation (excercise
trails, so£tbal1, swimming and track facilities)

and open

air dining areas are a few possibilities for making industrial park open space a useful resoucce and more than a formality for compliance with the zoning ordinance.

5.1.3.4

Utility Right-of-Ways

The utility ri9ht-of-way

(ROW), the bane of all wi·thin

view, loathed by all whose property i t encroaches and criti-

cized by anti-utility groups as being a public hazard, all
are typical reactions that come to mind by the mere thought
of the word or acronym for this land use.

With the proli-

feration of highways, pipelines, powerlines and sewers, many

miles of linear, seemingly endless swaths of land are consumed for a single (albeit urgent) land use.
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The typical ROW has a high acquisition and operation
budget, with peren.nial maintenance costs for clearance and
enclosure {security).

Ironically, many ROW 1 s have access or

service .roads that are used .for maiute·nence purposes, but
are often closed to public access.

Costs could be lowered

a.nd better use of this land is possible in many cases by ap-

plication of one o:f the fol.lowing strategies:
a) primary functions coupled with open space uses,
b) multiple primary functions,
c) now abandonment as a result of reduced need for
the facility and
d) improved technology reducing the need for ROW lands.
It should be obvious that the first three

alternat~ves

are

within the realm of open space planning (with the third be~ng

a somewhat rare occurence) and the fourth being the

ideal situation that much of the public and industry only
dreams about.

Many areas have developed bikeways and hiking trails in
conjunction with powerline and R.R. RmP s, but few have ex-

ploreil any possibilities beyond these ·two of ·the more common
uses.

Louisville, Kentucky has shared a portion of the ROW

for Interstate 64 for a bikeway.

Although this is only an

experiment in the use of mi".x:ed ROW activi·ties, many q.roups
have expressed an interest in doubling up of such uses ..
Many people feel that the railroads {in the west in
particular), owe the American public a grea·t deal as a re-
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sult of their "robber baron" tactics used for land acquisition during the late

1800's~

In the old R.R. centers of El

Paso and Denver, are many miles of abandoned ROW which can
be used to develop a cross country system of bike and foot
rails.

These miles of roadbed# with broad curves. low gra-

dients and gravel base, are well suited to such uses.

Chi-

cago area Forest Preserve districts have reclaimed or shared
many miles of utility and railroad alignments,.

These in-

clude: the Chicago, Aurora and Elgin Elctric Railway {the
Prarie Path) and the North Shore and Milkaukee Electric
Railroad (the Green Bay Path).22
ROW lands provide access for the physical infrastructure required by society and in large metropolitan areas,
there is potential for sharing many of these sites -with several uses.

This is done on a small scale in residential ar-

eas with street easements and ROW 1 s.

These combined uses

provide gas, water, sever, telephone and electricity to the

user, hut in this situation, the service mains are at a
small sea.le,.

Additionally, the service requirements and vo-

lume of customers are such that a single ROW is the only
feasible means to provide such service.

22

Little, SEace 1.2!: survival, pp. 179-189.
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Where compatility of uses is not a problem, many acres
o.f otherwise productive land could be saved by Hdoubling up"
of primary functions within a single ROW.

This would pro-

vide many acres of land to be available for open space and
other .land uses.

5 .. 1.3 .. 5

Parking Facilities

Unlike buses and delivery vehicles, the automobile has
one primary purpose, to travel from point A to point B.
(or near)

At

each terminus is the ever present and indispensa-

ble parking lot, usually containing few unused and convenient parking spaces.

Often, in ·the sophistication of the metropolis, a phenomenon known to the traffic engineer as "the mixed-mode
passenger trip" occurs.

This is when a given transportation

user travels by one mode

(often the automobile or hicycle),

and engages a second mode of transportation (bus, rail, car
pool, etc.)

to complete the trip.

The secondary mode of

transportation is usually situated in a centralized location
(or locations)

which has a large capacity for storage of

primary travel vehicles.

This is where open space planning

plays an important role.
The parking facilities for a mixed-mode transit system
are usually sited on one or more of several locations:
a) at ground level, on vast expaseses of open spaces,
b) in multi-story structures, often near secondary
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{commercial) market areas or
c) on some combination 0£ these alternatives.

The peak load periods for these facilities is usually Monday
through Friday, 7 a .. m to 6 p"'m. and generally has an inverse
relationship to the peak periods for most religious institutions, L. e., churches, synagoges and temples,.

Since ti:ansit

facilities are located in urban areas, it is logical to as-

sume that a few religious institutions will be located in
some of the same areas, most likely with some parking facili

ties~

There appears to be no significant.reason why properly
managed parking facilities could not serve the needs of both
the transit users and the religious institutions.

Consoli-

dation of these facilities can conceivably reduce the capital outlay required for new facilities.

Any costs associat-

ed with improvements needed to to accomodate transit
vehicles could be deducted from the overall savings resulting from use of this alternative.

5.2

ALTERNATI!J1 STRATEGIES FOR OPEN

SP}.£~

ACQUISTIOJ!

For the purpose of this study* strategies for property
acquistion and funding will be discussed as a single concern.

The ends are the same

(acguistion of open space

lands) and in many cases U1e means are highly interrelated.
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Numerous innovative as well as traditional funding
techniques are available to t.he open space planner.

Among

these are:
a) land philanthropy, gifts and donation of property;
h) tax deferral and tax credits;
c) purchase and leaseback;
*d) special t1se districts {agricultural and open space) ;
*e) transfer of development rights (TDR) ;
*f) use of zoning {cluster, flood plain, agricultural
districts, open space and subdivision regulations);
*g) easement/ROW:
h) various purchase strategies (i.e.,
bonds, matching grants).

*

(indicates that these stategies have been discussed
in previous sections) •

Grants of lands to local governments are often vieved
as:

~)

the ideal means for acquiring fee simple title at

no cost or (b) a fiscal headache which may resu1t in undermining the local tax base.

Unfortunately, land philanthro-

py, or any device resulting in the loss of tax ratable acreage is sure to attract criticism from the economic planner
and the general public.

Some localities have strict codes

defining the terms of land donation, often resulting in a
complex system which discourages philanthropic gestures.
In the author's opinion, land grants and donations can

only benefit the municipality.

With property in hand, only

a slight amount of imagination on the part of the planner is
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n eed.ed to forgo .los·t tax revenue or to find supplemental revenues to cover any deficit.

Land philanthropy can be com-

bined with many other control and acquisition devices to
produce very effective results in terms of revenue and open
space acquisition.

5. 2 .• 2

occassionally a property and/or: structure will outlive
its usefullness or become less than marginally productive.
In these cases, reevaluation of the properties and the int.rinsic site characteristics may provide insight to potential reuse of such parcels.

Suggested revitalization goals

are:2::J
a)

b}
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

residential/nonresidential conversion,
augmentation of municipal services and facilities,
transportation system improvements,
neighborhood packing improvement,
augmentation of recreation facilities,
annexation of interior lots and
municipal land banking.

s .. 2.2.1

Residential/Nonresidential Conversion

These options have indirect open space applications in

that other lands can potentially be saved from development
if conversion of existing facilities can meet the demand for
such structures.

23

Reuse of these facilities can provide many

Burchell, p. 333.
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community benefits and help to alter the sour taste left by
HUD 1 s lJrba_n B.ene-wal projects of the

60' s and 70 1 s..

Some of

these projects may even prove to be candidates for potential
renovation and reuse.
Retro-fit of several contiguous parcels or entire
blocks can provide the ability to consolldate spaces and
uses for "urban off ice parks 0

,

neighborhood malls or commer-

cial zones and moderate density housing with concentrated

a n~as of useful open space.

Urban mini-PUDs or PDRs can

thus be carved out of once declining neighborhoods, providing a multitude of aesthetic, economic, environmental and
community benefits.

5.2 .. 2.2

Augmentation of Municipal Facilities and
Transportation systems

Where needed, augmentation of municipal facilities and
the transportation system, using adaptive reuse strategies,
can o£fer indirect means to facilitate provision of open
space.

Pa~king,

ized services

street realignments, siting 0£ decentral-

(power distribution, police and fire substa-

tions) should all be considered as potential retr:o-fit uses
for declining urban properties.

Capital expenditures can be

reduced and sites better suited to open space use can thus
be saved from immediate development.
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The planner should use care in the means used to iden-t.Lf y and .solicit informat.io.n regarding these .sites.

Private

and commercial speculators will take advantage of an opportunity to at.rificia1ly inflate the prof.it margin on properties with redevelopment potential..

Phenomenal p_rivate pro--

fits cou1d be realized if a municipality were to show a
sudden :interest in marginal or d.erelict properties and the
o·w.ners produce "proposed redevelopment plans" in hopes of

increasing the condemnation value.
Augmentation of Recreation Facilities

5.2.2.3

Where

appropriate~

reuse of structures and lots can

significantly improve the municipal

recreatio~

system.

Be-

sides proviaing a concep·tual interconnection (providing the

"missing links") to an open space sys·tem, these same parce.ls
can provide neighborhood parks, daycare/recreation centers
and other rec.reation uses requiring physical developments ..
These facilities need not involve extensive improvements

or structures and often a simple shelter or "adventure

playground 0

(play structures built by the child.ren using do-

nated lumber, bricks, tires, etc.) will attract more users
than elaborate play facilities.
l~ttle

Since there is relatively

capital tiQd up in such facilities, and the user

plays an important role in "structuring" the recreation ac-
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tivity, there is a better chance for public acceptance of

this type of land acquisition and use.

Should the community

needs change (as a resul·t of changes in age distribution or

economic

situatio~

and since only a small amount of capital

was originally invested in the facility, there is always the
possibility of changes in land use.

5.2.2.4

Annexation of Interior Lots

A redevelopment technique used in older, deteriorating

neighborhoods is the annexation of :i.nterior lots.

This al-

lo-ws renovation of the rear or tenant lots for com.munity use
or redevelopment into res.idential and neighborhood enterprise functions.

In most cases this stra-tegy allows conso-

lidation of non-open space uses, providing an opportunity
.for developing a "commons" or neighborhood activity area.

'.rh.is is the design concept of t.he

11

super block" of the post

-war era ..
5.2.. 2. 5

Municipal Land Banking

Municipal land

~banking

is a strategy for holding sur-

plus properties for future use.

This stockpile of lands is

maintained for several reasons, but is usually a result of
abandonment or tax de·fault, a last minute attempt to save a
parcel from de·velopment or as a long range strategy for developing a linked open space system.
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The properties themselves can be used. £or open space
purposes at a later date, held until a suitable development
p.lan can be establis:hea or used as leverage _for acquiring
other, more desireable properties..

A report developed by

the National Commission on Urban Problellls summarizes the
purposes of land banking:
a) assure continued availability of sites needed
for future development;
b) to control ti111ing, locality, type and scale
of development;
c) to prevent urban sprawl and
d) reserving to the public gains in land value.24

'24

National Commission on Urban Proble·ms, Building _!he Amg,£ican Ci!.Y (U .. s .. Government Printi.ng Office, Wahington,
D. C.. 1968) •

Chapter VI
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOf'IMENDATIONS

Open space planning occurs within a framework of municipal organization and active community involvement.

Prior

to the actual planning process, several organizational reguirements should be met and an administrative task force
should exist.

The community should be committed, both in

funding and in its desire to participate in the process.
Ideally, an open space division should be developed
within local government, it should be separate from the
planning commission and report directly to the mayor or manager and be funded as a distinct entity.

Alternatively, a

distinct open space divisiou might exist within the planning
department.

The division should maintain an environmental

management program and should advise the local legislative
body on all envi.ronmentally significant decisions or policies. The open space division should play a major role in
the selection of alternative polcies and programs to be implemented.

The £unctions and responsibilities of the divi-

sion should include:
a) soliciting statements of public needs and desires
for the use and location of open space lands;
b) developing a set of long and short range goals and
policies that accurrately reflect these needs;
c) informing the public and maintaining a high degree
56
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of visibility, particQlarly with those responsible
for land development and the physical design of
the community;
d) developing a comprehensive open space plan that
is consistent ~ith the goals and policies of the
jurisdiction •s comprehensive plan and
e) developing a review process to insure that the open
space plan is kept current and that it accurately
reflects the needs of the public.
The open space division should be staffed from, or

maintai.n a close liason with three sections or offices; environmenta1 planning, real estate management and fiscal policy/budg2t.

Each section should have a distinct function

and be directed by an expert from the respective concern.
The environmental planning section should have the responsibility for referencing user needs to open space land
requirements~

This section should coordinate the planning

effort vith the physical, economic and social divisions of
the jurisdiction's planning agency.

The end product of the

section's efforts should be the identification of suitable
open space lands and identification of

criter~a

for the nl-

timate use of these lands.
Due to the exterme variation of economic value between
properties, a real estate management section must exist.
This sect.ion should play a major role iu policy development
and land in acquistion..

The specific duties of the real es-

tate section should include:
inventory, b)

a)

maintenance of a property

valuation of potential open space lands and c)

initiation and coordination of the acquisition process.
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The fiscal policy and budget. sect.ion should serve as

the funding and grant application entity.

Although all of

the sections described are required £or a successful program
to exist, the fiscal section must be considered as indispensible.

Because of the high market value of most properties

in or near urban areas, open space planning is largely an
excercise in grantsmanship.

Thus, the responsibilities of

the fiscal section should include intergovernmental coordin atiou .•
The fiscal policy and budget section should consider

the following sources of assistance:
a)

b)

c)
d)

e)

f)

g)
h)

i)

j)

*

bureaus of fisheries and wildlife (F,S)*;
agricultural extension (F,S);
environmental protection (F,S,R,L,P);
mining and minerals (F,S,H,L,P);
water resources (F,S,R,L,P);
recreation {F,S,R,L,P);
housing (F,S,R,L,P);
schools/universities{S,P);
industry (P) and
private conservation foundations and
private philanthropic interests {P).
(funding and planning assistance at the federal {F} ,
state (S) , regional {R) , local (L) and private levels)

This list, though not exhaustive, outlines primary sources
for open space funds.

These agencies can also be an inva-

luable source for planning, pr-ogramming and research assista nee ..
This proposal is similar to the system utilized by the
Regional

~orest

Preserve system in northern Illinois.

This
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system was developed using Forest Preserve Districts as the
primary planning unit.

The districts provide tax revenue

and special purpose users fees to provide funding for: planning, land acquisition, construction, operation and maintenence.

Collectively, the system is administered by a board

of forest preserve district commissioners, chaired by a pre-

sident of the board and by a general superintendent.2s

26

An advisory committee, whose activities are confined to
policy, land acguisition and finance problems, reports direct1 y to the general superintendent.
el, there are eight departments:

u

At the district. lev-

engineering (including

landscape architecture) , comptroller, maintenence and operations, forestry, conservation, legal, real estate and secretarial.

Each department head has authority and responsibil-

ity for the respective departmentsn.27

2s Board of Forest Preserve Co.mmissionioners, Parks, Forests
and Re~~!i.9.!'! in J:he RegiQ..!! Q;f Ch_ica.9.Q featuring the
District of Cook County, Ilinois (Chicago, I.L:: Cook County Forest Preserve District, 1970).

2° Board of Porest Preserve Commissioners, Reyised B_g_QorJ;; .Qf
th~ Arlyisof_y Co_mmittee to the foun.!.Y of £QQ.!f {Chicago,
IL: Board of Forest Preserve Commissioners, 1959).

2 7

Ibid., p,. T.
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6.2

SUGGESTED PLANNING gROCEDURE
In an attempt to provide a means for conducting a sue-

cessf ul open space analysis and drafting a goal and policy
statement for plan development, the author has outlined. a
procedure £or open space planning.

The suggested process

was developed for general application but references to spe-

cif ic variations have been made where appropriate.
1 COORDINATE INTERGOVERNMENTAL AND PRIVATE SECTOR ACTIONS
A)

Establish jurisdictional boundaries for the planning
process and scope of the final open space plan.

B)

Inventory of all programs ,1 vailable for planning
asssistance from federal, state, regional and
local sources ..

C)

Establish funding strategy for the planning process:
1) sales tax,
2) property tax,
3) title transfer tax, etc.

D)

Establish public visibility
1) citizens task force,
2) develop a citizens participation program to
prepare for solicitation of goal and policy
suggestions at a later date.

2 ASSESS STATUS OF EXISTING OPEN SPACE LANDS

A) Develop urban growtb projections.
B)

Develop open space projections.

C) Collect detailed land use data on open space lands:
1) by parcel and zoning;
2) ownership;
3} deta.iled description of existing use;
4) indication of potential conflicts between land
use and zoning classification.
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D)

Determine carrying capacity of undeveloped lands
and for those lands that exhibit an apparent over-use
or mis-use.

E) Assess socio-economic impacts of existing uses.
F)

Make reccommendations based on the impact assessment.

3 DEVELOP AN EXTENSIVE CITIZEN PARTICPATION PROGRAM
A)

Set priorities for the planning program:
1) by urgency;
2) by desirability;
3) by practicality.

El)

Develop statements of open space goals.

C}

Establish a program to identify
suitable open space lands:
1) based on urgency,
2)

DJ

based on desirability.

Establish an open space acquistion policy.

4 EVALUATE PO~ENTI!L OPEN SPACE FOR
BEST USE AND ACQUISTION PRIORITY

A) Identify the best use of open space lands.
B) Identify undesirable land uses and recommend changes
in use or for acquisiton.
C)

Identify appropriate strategies for open space use:

1) interim

2)

perrnanen t,.

D) Prioritize desirability for acquistion ..
5 DEVELOP 'LO NG AND SHORT RANGE OPEN SPACE PLANS

A) Coordinate with the comprehensive plan.
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6 DEFINE FISCAL POLICY FOR
LAND lCQUTSTION OR PRESERVATION
l'l.)

Develop acquistion strat.egy:
1) purchase,
2) donation_,.
3) foreclosure,
4) alternatlve use_,.
5) police power,
6) adaptive reuse and
7) alternative use.

B) Develop capital improvement plan.

7 COORDINATE REAL ESTATE MANAGEcrENT WITH THE LAND OWNER
A)

Negotiate terms.

B) Implement strategy.
8 PUBLIC REVIEW OF PLAN AND COMMUNITY NEEDS
A) Citizen participation (review).

B) RBvise and update open space plan on an annual basis.
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6.3

QESCRIPTION OF 'THE PLANNING PROCEDURE

1 COORDINATE INTEBGOVEBNMENTAL AND PRIVATE SECTOR ACTIONS
Since physical resources are often distributed in a
geographically extensive mannec, across political and cultural boundaries, open space planning must include a.ll levels of government and members of society. All of the sections within the open space agency must actively seek and
promote contacts -with as many concerned parties as possible.
For each planning element or vaciahle, there exists at
least one (and of ten several) agencies or concerned parties
that can have a potential impact on the planning effort.
The impacts can range from background data and information
to planning assistance and ~unding assistance. Interagency
coordination should be a basic concern for the enviconmental
and fiscal/budget divisions. Contacts in all outside sources possible should exist, to aid both the in.formation base
and for potential financial assistance.
A) Establish jurisdictional boundaries for the planning
process and scope of the final open space plan.
B) Inventory of all programs available for planning
asssistance from federal, state, regional and
local sources.
Identification of the jurisdictional boundaries is required to establish political responsibilities and will aid
in the establishment of funding sources. This phase of the
planning procedure is critical in decisions affecting resource protection and other cegional interests.
C) Establish funding strategy for the planning process:
1) sal,es tax,
2) utility tax.r
3) property tax,
4) title transfer tax,
5) ~rivate gifts and
6) federal and state grant programs.

Fundinq for open space takes two forms: that for the
planning pc~cess and for capital outlays (land acquisition
and site improvements}. The planning process must have a
constant and reliable source of funding in order for a viable program to exist. The planning budget should arise from
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sources related to the cost of providing open space
activities.
Sources include: sales tax, property and title

transfer taxes, bot·tle/lit·ter tax: and utility taxes.
D)

Establish public visibility
1) citizens task force,
2) deve.lop a citizens participation program to

prepare for solicitation of goal and policy

suggestions at a later date.

Public involvement is required for a successful planning program to exist. To encourage public participation, a
task £orce or advisory committee should be developed comprised of concerned citizens, members of special interest
groups, industry and business representatives and civic
groups.
The responsibility of this group is to act as a liason between the planning department and the public or respective inte.rest group.
The services of the media should be
used to promote the program, present issues, highlight activities and solicit community interest.

2 ASSESS STlTDS OF EXISTING OPEN SPACE LANDS
Growth projections foe popula·tion, land use reguiremen ts, e.ne.cgy and water consumption and economic base should
be made to forecast urban g.ro:wth trends and characteristics.
Typically, a best and worst case ana steady state g:r:owth
pro jectio:ns shou.ld be analyzed. For these alternatives.
open space requirements (at this level, only gross requirements are needed} should be made.
A) Develop urban growth projections.
B) Develop open space projections.
C} Collect detailed land use data on open space lands:
1) by parcel and zoning;
2) owne.rship;
3) detailed description of use;
4) indication of potential problems f.fi"th existing
land use and zoning classification •
.In order to properly assess ·the impact o-f a given use
on the land and on the region, a detailed inventory of all

.lands is required,. The inventory should .identify the specific zoning, detailed description of the use" mrne:rship and
an initial indication regarding the appropriateness of the
use as a.pplie1i to the .land and the surrounding .region.
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D)

Determine carrying capacity of undeveloped lands
and for those lands that exhibit an apparent over-use
or mis-use ..
E) Assess socio-economic impacts of existing uses.

Ideally, the carrying capacity, or the ability to maximize site characteristics and resource utilization, should
be known for each parcel with the prescribed land use.
Foe
the purpose of this study, carrying capacity ls defined as
"the 1imi t of a :r.a tuJ:'al system to sustain user impacts based
on: {a) a given land management practice, (b) a given level
of use which allows a continued level of environmental quality (fcom Georges Payot, in Schwarz)2~ If the land has been
developed. and the use s-eems to occur without apparent disruption to the natural systems or cultural norms, assessment
of the carrying capacity may be an excercise in futility.
Alternatively, the capacity should be determined for any undeveloped parcel or for any existing use that has obvious
detrimental impacts.
F) Make recommendations based on the impact assessment.
For undeveloped land, recommendations for use and capacity should be made, stressing the importance of protecting the natural systems and for preservation of those lands
deemed appropriate.
For developed lands that have harmful
impacts, strategies for mitigation or removal of the use
should be aeveloped.

3 DEVELOP AN EXTENSIVE CITIZEN PARTICPATION PROGRAM
The citizens task force/advisory committee (outlined in
6.3.1.D, above), should be instI:'umental ~n developing a citizens participation program that has the primary purpose
of:: a) developing a decision-making process and b) developing a review process.
The decision-making process should
consist of a minimum of four concerns: a) priority determination; b) open space goals; c) identification of lands
suited to open space use and d) land acquisition policy.

'28

Schwarz, ChaI:'lBs F., Wildland Planning Glos_§ary,
(Ua S.D.A'9, Forest Senrice General Technical Report PSW
13/1976, Washington, n.c.: U.S~G.P.O., 1976) Ip. 40.
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A) Set priorities for the planning program:
1) by urgency;
2) by desirability;
3) by practicalitym
Establishment of a priority system is needed ta cateopen space use and land acquisition policy. The goal
and policy pr ior.i ty system shou1d be developed using three
criteria:
a) those that are ·the most urgen·t (i.e .. ~ protection of land in danger of immediate development and those
considered indispensible for resource protection)~ b) those
that are desirable (i.e., represent the ideal situation) and
c) those goals considered realistic or practical.
go~ize

B)

Develop statement of open space goals.

The open space committee must develop goals that are
the result of extensive study and discussion by the community. They should reflect the needs 0£ the entire community:
i.e., the business and industry, individual land owners, developers, special interest groups, community groups, private
organizations, etc.
The final goal statement should be
realistic and ai'.idress the long and short rang,e needs of the
community.
C)

Establish a program to identify
suitable open space lands:
1) based on urgency,
2) based on desirability.

Accepting the theory used by the Boulder, Colorado open
that open space is better described according to goals and functions, rather than by definition, a
well developed goal statement is required.
As with all aspects of environmental planning, it should be stressed that
open space planning not only fulfills multiple needs, but
depenaing upon the specific local characterjstics {resources, hazards, social and economic character and urban form),
vast differences in specific needs will exist. Simply stated, there will be problems with goals at the conceptual level v. applied solution to fulfilling a given need~
space committee,

D) Establish an open space acquisition policy.
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The real estate section should have primary responsibility £or development of land acguisition policy, with extensive cooperation of the envi['onmental and fiscal/funding
section.
The policy should reflect the priorities outlined
in the planning program outlined in section 3.A above.

4 EVALUATE POTENTIAL OPEN SPACE FOR

BEST USE AND ACQUISITION PBIORITY

A) Identify the best use of open space lands.
Determination of the best use for open space is a function of the site characteristics, including: geophysical
(geology, slope, soils, etc.) ; political/cultural (existing
use, use of adjacent properties, etc.); historic (local as
well as national significance}~ economic (recoverable resources, land value, etc.) and natural (vegetative cover,
wildlife populations, etc).
B} Identify inconsistent uses for potential change
or for acquisiton.
Based on best use and the initial assessment {regarding
potential con£licts with the land use classification) made
in section 2.C.4 above, a recommendation should be made concerning changes in land use status or for property acguisitioIL.

C) Determine strategies for open space use:
1) interim
2) permanent.
Where a given property is best suited to development at
a future date (other than open space use), but can also fulfill short range needs, an appropriate interim use should be
determined. Alternatively, a long range use should be recommended and acquisition procedures begun.

D)

Prioritize desirability for acquisition.

Decisions regarding acquisition shou.ld be made according to the following criteria: {a) relation to the long
range plan; (b} urgency (i.e., is the land in an imminent
a.anger of beinq lost to development, etc); {c) availability
of funds aJid (d) the leverage pnte.ntial .for acguisi·tion of
other prope.rty.
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5 DEVELOP LONG AND SHOilT RANGE PI.AN
At this point, it is important to assure that the open
space plan is consistent vith the local comprehensive plan.
The !Jeneral goals of each plan should should .not. conflict,
nor should the speci.f ic decisions regarding the land use
zones or individual properties.
A) Coordinate with the comprehensive plan.

6 DEFTNE .FISCAL POLTCY FOR ACQUISTION OR "PROTECTION

The actual policies regarding property acquisition
should .be made by the fiscal/budget section.. This section
should review policies relating to:
intergovernmental and
private sector coordination, evaluation of potential open
space for best use and acquisition and developing lo.ng and
short range plans (see section 1, 4 ant:! 5 in preceeding outline}~
T.he policies guiding these decisions should be based
on the characteristics of the individual property, funding
options, the urgency for irumediate action and relationship
of all decisions to the long range open space plans.

A) Develop acquisition strategy:
1) purchase,
2) donation,
3) foreclosure,
4) alternative use,
5) police power,
6} adaptive reuse and
7) alternative use.

B) Develop capital improvement plan.
The ope.n space capi ta:l improvement plan should address
the long and short range goals of the communtiy and should
have a reliable funding source to insure implementation.
~he projections used to develop the plan should be sensitive
to the fluctuations of the real estate market and of community needs ..
The open space capital improvement plan (CIP) should be
funded in part by a continuous source of income (i .. e .. , ·tax

revenues). Where possible, user fees should play a large
role in CIP funding, insuring that those who actually use
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the facilites pay for the opportunity. In some cases
{multiple use of open space, i.e., farming and aquifer recharge), user fees are difficult to quantify, if they may
even be considered appropriate.
In such cases, funds from
indirect revenue sources are required: litter taxes on disposable containers, utility and public service taxes (from
those which directly affect the environment by their provision, sewer, trash removal, power generation, etc.).

7 COO£DINATE REAL ESTATE MANAGEMENT WITH THE LAND OWNER
After parcels bave been identified for potential acquisition and approriate funding strategies have been identified and approved, the real estate section can begin acquisition negotiations vith the land owners.
It is important
that the real estate section functions with complete freedom
in the acquisition process. ~his will assure credibility
and the ability to negotiate the best terms possible at any
c:riven moment.

A)

Negotiate terms.

B) Implement strategy.
8 REVIEW OF PLAN AND COMMUNITY NEEDS

A citizen review of the plan., the open space system,
the goals and the current needs of the community, should occur on an annual basis.
This will help to insure that the
interests of all interested parties have been considered and
that action has been taken to fulfill the needs as originally defined.. .In the event that the goals or needs change, an
annual review will allow the plan to reflect these changes.
A) Citizen participation
B)

(revie-w).

Revise and update open space plan on an annual basis.
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PLANNING FOR METROPOLITAN OPEN SPACE
by

Peter Xavier Wimmer
(ABSTRACT)
:~ith

a rapid.ly urbanizing environment, there is a seri-

ous need to assess those lands that ace as yet undeveloped
and to identify those lands with potential for open space
use.

The author has developed the framework for a metropol-

itan open space :planning department and has suggested a
procedure for evaluating open space lands.
'rhe focus of this study is prima.rily metropolitan open

space planning but many of the techniques are applicable to

rural environs-and have been noted as such.

As in any plan-

ning process, success is highly dependent on the active role
of the community, thus the organization of the entire process has addressed this issue.

The suggested department

structure and planning procedure have been organized such
that there is flexibility during the development of the open
space pla.n and during the implementation phase.

This will

allow decisions to be made without considerable delay and
provide a higher degree of community acceptance and credi-

bilit.y .•

